Alternatives:

**Alternative 1: Stepped Water Pools**

**Alternative 2: Flat Water Pools**

Plans of Memorial Circle & Surrounding Landscape
• Depth of Pools does not exceed 3” hence no Guardrail is required
• Reflectivity of Pool Surface is not compromised
• More of the Monument is visible due to stepping of Pools

View of Stepped Upper Pool
View of Stepped Upper Pool
• Visibility of the Monument is affected by the Flat Upper Pool
• Water surface differs at upper and lower pool
• Taller 36" Water Fall required due to Flat Pools and ADA Review may require a Guardrail
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• Water Fall Edge is minimized to 15" which does not require a Guardrail
• Height of sculptural wall same as adjacent curb and rammed earth wall
• Depth of lower Pool does not exceed 3" hence 6" Curb is not required

View of Stepped Lower Pool
- Taller 36" Water Fall required due to Flat Pools and ADA Review may require a Guardrail
- Depth of Lower Pools exceeds 6" hence min. 6" Curb is required for all Pools
- Visibility of the Monument is affected by the min. 6" curb around all the Flat Lower Pools

View of Stepped Flat Pool
Comparative Sections of Lower Pools

- More of the Monument is visible due to stepping of Pools
- Water Fall Edge is minimized to 15” which does not require a Guardrail due to stepping of Pools
- Reduction of Water Fall Edge as well as sloped stepping of Water Pools minimizes turbulence
- Depth of Pools does not exceed 3” hence no Curb or Guardrail is required for lower pool, 2” curb for upper pool
- Profile of Pools accentuates the Monuments while blending with the Surrounding Landscape
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- Volume of Consecrated Earth if Octagon is dug 1' deep: 755 cu. ft.
- Volume of Consecrated Earth if Octagon is dug 6” deep: 373 cu. ft.
- Approximate Volume of Monument A: 1273 cu. ft.
- Approximate Volume of Monument B: 923 cu. ft.
- Consecrated Earth from the Octagon may be accommodated in both Monuments

View of Memorial from Lawn Area - Illustration of Access for Consecrated Earth
DEDICATION AT MEMORIAL ENTRY

Within this octagon of stone, remembered earth from battlefields where Americans fought and died. Here, we bear witness to their sacrifice.

The people of San Francisco dedicate this memorial to our nation’s veterans in honor of their service.

11 November 2013
Within this octagon of stone, remembered earth from battlefields where Americans fought and died.
Here, we bear witness to their sacrifice.